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He's copying famous serial killers. And the HOUR GAME has just begun...A woman is found

murdered in the woods. It seems like a simple case but it soon escalates into a terrible nightmare.

Someone is replicating the killing styles of the most infamous murderers of all time. No one knows

this criminal's motives...or who will die next.Two ex-Secret Service agents, Sean King and Michelle

Maxwell, have been hired to defend a man's innocence in a burglary involving an aristocratic family.

Then a series of secrets leads the partners right into the frantic hunt that is confounding even the

FBI. Now King and Maxwell are playing the Hour Game, uncovering one horrifying revelation after

another and putting their lives in danger. For the closer they get to the truth, the closer they get to

the most shocking surprise of all.
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I asked myself, a third of the way through "The Hour Game," what more could a reader want in a

mystery, suspense thriller than what author David Baldacci has offered up in his latest novel? There

are two fascinating protagonists with great mutual chemistry, interesting secondary characters, an

intriguing plot and a bevy of subplots. Needless to say, I looked forward, with delight, to reading the

rest of the book - only to be let down, cruelly. I just hate to be disappointed by a novel. I am an avid

reader and pride myself on my ability to concentrate. However, Baldacci introduces so many

characters of great import, and more of lesser standing, along with so many plots, subplots,



potential plots and all sorts of motives, that I found it difficult to keep them all straight. And this book

is far too long! I began to study the novel, actually taking notes, as if it were homework for a class in

thermodynamics. Not fun! I just finished reading many positive reviews for "The Hour Game" and

am beginning to wonder if I am the only one who was effected negatively. Although I am tempted to

fudge a bit on the rating and go with the crowd, I have to call it as I see it. Reviewer's integrity and

all that.Mr. Baldacci introduced us to two disgraced secret service agents in "Split Second," Sean

King and Michelle Maxwell. Since we last saw them, these two have changed careers and joined

forces by becoming partners in a private investigation firm, King and Maxwell, located in small-town

Wrightsburg, Virginia. This odd couple, of sorts, is what makes the novel work. Their combined

energy, skills, intelligence and humor cannot be beat. King is a "neatnick," everything-in-its-place

type. He is a connoisseur of rich food and fine wine, and a steady rock when it comes to

dependability. Michelle is a slob!
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